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The purpose of this note is to construct some of the projective objects 
in the category 0 of Bernstein-Gel’fand-Gel’fand by an elementary method 
which yields new information about their structure. 
First we review the notation of [l]. Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra 
over C, E, a Cartan subelgebra, Q= half-sum of positive roots, W the Weyl 
group, wo the longest element of W. To each x E Q* corresponds a central 
character 8, : Z(g) + C, where Z(g) is the center of the universal enveloping 
algebra U(g). Each module M in the category 0 is canonically the direct 
sum of submodules M(0) belonging to subcategories 00 for various central 
characters 8. For x E h*, 19 = ox, one constructs in 80 an irreducible module 
L, and a Verma module M, (both of highest weight X-Q), along with 
a projective cover Px of L,. The module Px has a “p-filtration”, whose 
quotients are of the form Mwx for various w E W. Denote by (&: L,) 
the number of composition factors of Mv isomorphic to L,. According to 
[l, Theorem 51, which we shall call “B-G-G reciprocity”, this equals 
(Px: M,), the number of times M, figures in a @lltration of Px. 
THEOREY. Let x E h* be dominant integral, 0 =f3, the corresponding 
central character. Then P= Lx+, @I MO is projective in the category 0, 
with P(0)zPw,. 
COROLLARY. (M, : L,) = 1 for all w E W. 
PROOF. B-G-G reciprocity implies that M, = Pv whenever ly lies in the 
closure of the dominant chamber, since then L, occurs in no Verma module 
other than My (where it occurs just once). In particular, MO is projective. 
(It is also irreducible.) Evidently P belongs to 0. Now the argument of 
[S, Lemma 4.11 can be used for the category 0 to show that P is projective : 
Set L= Lx+@ and let L* be its dual. On general principles, 
Horn (MO, Horn (L,M))- Horn@@ Mo,M) 
for any M in 0. In turn, since L is finite dimensional, Horn (L, M) N 
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N L* @ M. Tensoring with L* is exact in 0, so the projective property 
of MO carries over to P, as asserted. 
It is known [5, 7.6.141 that P has a p-filtration with quotients of the 
form My, where y runs over the weights of L counted with multiplicities. 
In particular, P(0) involves each M, (w E W) exactly once. The proof 
shows moreover that MwO, and hence L,, is a quotient of P, so P(6) 
involves PwOx as a direct summand. On the other hand, B-G-G reciprocity 
shows that (PwOx: Mwx) = (M,, : L,,), and the latter is known to be at 
least 1 for all w E W (cf. [5, 7.7.71). The theorem and corollary follow 
at once. 
REMARKS 
(1) The corollary is also a consequence of recent work of V. Deodhar 
[4]; in his notation it says that ,u(~, wa) = 1. Other proofs of the corollary 
may be drawn from [2, 2.10 and Bemerkung], [3, Lemme 11. 
(2) The construction shows (cf. [5, 7.6.141) that M, and hence LwOx 
occurs as a submodule of Pwd. Is this the only irreducible submodule? 
(3) In some respects the P W,x are the most complicated of the inde- 
composable projectives in 0, though easy to construct. One might be 
able to exploit other tensor products of the form L,+, @ My, with y 
dominant ; here Pwd+, should occur just once as a summand, but need 
not exhaust P(8) for the corresponding central character 0. One might 
also tensor finite dimensional modules with those projectives constructed 
in the theorem, to get other projectives. 
(4) The theorem was suggested by an analogous result in characteristic 
p [6, Theorem 9.21, where the Steinberg module replaces MO and where 
the reductions modulo p of finite dimensional irreducible g-modules play 
the role of Verma modules for the corresponding simply connected semi- 
simple algebraic group G (cf. [7] for other aspects of this analogy). There 
should be a version of B-G-G reciprocity for G, to explain the fact that 
the Cartan invariants of [l] for PwOn resemble (in the low rank cases com- 
puted) the corresponding multiplicities for G in characteristic p (cf. [6, 9.31 
for type Aa). 
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